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QUESTION 1

You are asked to include anti-malware features into an existing network design. Traffic from the infected machines must
be moved to a quarantined VLAN. 

Which product will provide this segregation? 

A. screens 

B. Sky ATP 

C. unified threat management 

D. Software Defined Secure Network 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/sky-atp/informationproducts/pathway-
pages/sky-atp-admin-guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

You have multiple SRX chassis clusters on a single broadcast domain. Why must you assign different cluster IDs in this
scenario? 

A. to avoid MAC address conflicts 

B. to avoid control link conflicts 

C. to avoid node numbering conflicts 

D. to avoid redundancy group conflicts 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/nce/topics/example/ chassis-cluster-srx-
full-mesh-configuring.html#:~:text=If%20you%20have%20multiple%20SRX,other% 20device%20is%2 0node%201. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are implementing Routing Engine protection, and packets are processed in a specific order. In this scenario, which
function processed a received packet last? 

A. loopback interface input policer 

B. loopback interface input firewall filter 

C. physical interface input firewall filters 

D. physical interface input policer 
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Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/partners/ibm/junos11.4-oemlitedocs/config-guidefirewall-policer.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing a DDoS solution for an ISP using BGP FlowSpec. You want to ensure that BGP FlowSpec does not
overwhelm the ISP\\'s edge routers. 

Which two requirements should be included in your design? (Choose two.) 

A. Specify a maximum number BGP FlowSpec prefixes per neighbor 

B. Implement a route policy to limit advertised routes to /24 subnets 

C. Implement a route policy to limit advertised routes to any public IP space 

D. Specify a maximum number of BGP FlowSpec prefixes per device 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/day-one-books/DO_BGP_FLowspec.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

You are creating a data center security design. Virtual security functions must be performed on east-west traffic.
Security functions must be commissioned and decommissioned frequently, and the least resource-intensive architecture
must be used. 

In this scenario, what will accomplish this task? 

A. all-in-one NFV security devices with device templates 

B. service chaining with container-based security functions 

C. a security appliance segmented into logical systems 

D. filter-based forwarding to direct traffic to the required security devices 

Correct Answer: A 
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